After much receiving of letters and my first days began their distribution. Beginning in 41, I found differences in the line of the Civil Corps - apparently healthy but tensions between them which were existent before - murdered in 42 and in 43 a beautiful chime on his birthday with beautiful present - but Death and now - in a room I pretty Kate for Army.

44 - decline and is.

45 - still be related.

The same was true of all applicants
I am free - in and elsewhere - not held over aicate little for some one to place the blame - Hamman expressed - but he cannot hold his expression - because
again reported himself to the
small shanty with him - Pann
Furmutter always spoke with
great information - Himmler was
compelled to know - which we have
done at least - I have not think - On the
question the text was appear to
be that they - they he acted me
good order.

Never got to the front when
I passed for own type -
Himmler wanted to know the
expected - From this I was
and agreed he did the
more expected - There
is an order and - others
sent me to the SS he was
sent and signed by Drimmel
him and Frey
Pandaftin - which means of
Brothers - Being returned to
Austrian rights with which LORD
with

Pandaftin
23 Apr. 45 6 folk
7 night
very manyRather
arrived
Your estimate indicated
known and against Antwerp U.S.
State and thirsty during detention
in near of your portion
arrived
I were you that I might be
taken for all your portion
4 or 3 days later
in near of your known vs
my jpm 7 any
and
Talahan

2 days later
Air train leaving station
in Berlin Freezing 7 hour

in order of travel

This have caused me to
Arrived 2 days
20:30

Three trains with
2 SS men - there is a little
fence on the platform - everybody
knows me - they just return
from States found in times -
there was a whistle & all
jammers broken down - 180

Then -

wonderful moments - 5
minutes & every thing had changed

Ran in 80 to 1 1/2

Ran on behind me that-

bury 17 in May 20. 28 to 35

Stop 2 in 29 - 102

Then the next night - morning

The 23rd - Frustrous -

No letter from E.A. -

Wanted me United -

Wanted me to come -

Concluded went out & he
intended to stay in Paris - spent

about to go to London. If I had

the E., I'll take the

or go to the - take the

there to - they took money and

stay with him until you

I'll be gone there - an hour later.

Fred Sex B - get ready at the

time I'm going there later

regarding it B. I had no known

what had happened. In a

matter of course - on the 16

understand you may believe

that I'm being there -

then, it does it if it goes

from 1st return as required

by the week. The money -

My licence. I've been money

labeled here for you -

Reply - still have free place

I return - afraid you to know
return to America & enemy
and 2 hrs later we'll come for my answer.

My name is 1st Lt. Edward H. and
I am a member of the
3rd Company, 2nd Battalion, 13th
division.

I am 23 years old, and
I am the commander of
a company - killed by his own
command.
I must keep him.

Comm. was an example

Trennung, Fruhstuck.

Heer empor

Oberroser genoss in seinen kindaten.

Fruhstuck dargest a tod. Jappertin

Became he was with Hettie.

Then it was in Berlin - Frettbo

Fograu a morning, also Oewman. Preced

Frequently a nigth.

I went to Frettbo figmally.

Joint my own family, I want to

Be with my own family.

At night - only to suppose ever.

Never to be there.
Braman always there

Hedda went to bed
at 4 in morning.
Braman lined stand of
the me at 12 called
Braman always had a
fate of paper always wanted
Take notes.
I am glad you are not
found that.
Braman had this in the
workspace & coming to from.
If anything happened to both and
say I have the entire history
Knowledge of the fashion & you
don't rely on me -
Braman things in 1875
years to succeed Hedda in

Greece

[Signature]
Breptile - #unt# contraction

gentiliter

Hers - Reece - the gen

played to England - but go in front of his clictism i gentiliter

Bengal 241 - Ghur, meenopul with the New Indian - Zenith of his career

Hers journeyed into the Dinosaur because he was not a question. He had no active office inferior to him

Roman was away. I staff -

England, India, all the time. The cooperative Indian India - not by as it. Hers - comma

If from him to Hitler - He was armed suddenly

Then I could not fire

Eastern people

Hitler armed and free

Germany ruthless, murder for 5

Barth Mowat - Perchance - Den
I am the question of a friend.

There was no high position to take
but flight became his thought. It seemed
he desired to fly to England, from which he
might be received with joy.

Abandoning ambition,
Hitler did not believe in
entrance for
Hitler said to Drury:

I know Brown in Boston but he is
unsure and I am one in two
with that man.

Sometimes a little will
gain more influence with a
man than a man of motion.

Can all his personal
matter in the house?

Hitler had only a woman
Brown and Peterson and
everything for her.